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Abstract—Channel emulation is widely used to control wireless
channels and replay scenarios for repeatable experimentation and
evaluation. Characterizing the propagation of massive MultipleInput Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, is challenging due to
the rapid scaling of the number of channels needed to create
representative scenarios as well as accurately modeling complex
interdepedencies that exist within the channel matrix. Nonetheless,
having the ability to emulate massive MIMO channels is critical for
the development and testing of next-generation cellular protocols
and algorithms. To achieve such scale for massive MIMO channel
emulation solutions, in this paper, we study the tradeoff in channel
emulation fidelity versus the hardware resources consumed using
both analytical modeling and FPGA-based implementations. To
reduce the memory footprint of our design, we optimize our channel
emulation using an iterative structure to generate geometry-based
channels at scale. In addition, the effects of varying the channel
update rate and word length selection are evaluated in the paper
and can significantly improve the implementation efficiency on an
FPGA.
Index Terms—Channel emulation, geometry-based channel,
FPGA, massive MIMO, mmWave.

I. INTRODUCTION
HANNEL emulation is a widely-used tool in link and
network performance evaluation since it offers repeatability and control of complex propagation environments for
wireless hardware implementations. One common approach for
accurately characterizing channels in simulation environments is
geometry-based channel modeling [1], [2], which can be used for
evaluating and analyzing the performance of mmWave systems
in 5G and future networks [3]. To evaluate and analyze performance of wireless systems, accurate emulation of the geometrybased channels is important. Via emulation, we are able to
investigate advanced algorithms, such as hybrid-precoding [4],
multi-user (MU)-MIMO [5], and ultra-dense cell planning [6].
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Several geometry-based channel simulators have been reported in literature, for instance, [7] and [8]. These softwarebased simulators are able to simulate the geometry-based
channels, which can be used to generate the 3 rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) mmWave channels [9] and also
other mmWave channels. The simulator in [10], [11] specifically
provides geometry-based channel models standardized by 3GPP
and mm-Wave based Mobile Radio Access Networks for 5G
Integrated Communications (mmMAGIC). As another example
of the software based simulation, [12] considers channels where
both the transmitter and receiver are mobile.
However, geometry-based channel emulation on hardware
platforms has not been reported widely. For example, to the
best of our knowledge, only one method has been used to
emulate geometry-based stochastic channel on an FPGA [13],
where discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) sequences approximate
the summation of sinusoids. This channel generation [13] is
conducted on discrete-time segments, rather than continuously,
due to the inherent feature of DPS sequences. The discontinuity
implies that extra operations are needed to align the boundaries
of the channel segments and the transmitted packets. However,
the boundaries of the transmitted data packets are not exactly
known in practice. Thus, the channel generation based on the
DPS method causes additional error to the emulation of wireless
systems. While geometry-based channel emulation is a new
topic, conventional hardware-based channel generation has been
widely studied. Due to their extensive use and low price, FPGAs
are often selected as the hardware platform for fading channel
emulation [14]–[16]. Rao et al. [14] developed an architecture
for VLSI implementation of mobile wireless communication
channels based on Xiao’s improvement [17] to the Jakes’ model.
All of these works consider the emulation of a single link and
do not focus on the scalability of their solutions, nor on the
optimization of hardware resources.
Eslami et al. [18] presented a design and implementation
of a frequency-based, scalable channel emulator based on an
FFT/IFFT fading channel generation method where the FFT
was implemented using the CORDIC algorithm. Such a fading
channel emulation solution has two major drawbacks. First, the
generated channel data length is fixed, which is determined by
the size of the FFT. Thus, the scalability of the emulator is
limited in terms of data generation flexibility. Second, although
the CORDIC algorithm can save hardware resources, the computational speed is relatively low. Considering the large memory
consumption of FFT-based generation, researchers proposed an
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improved FFT-based method that shortens the FFT size and
maintains the time correlation between channel samples [19].
In some scenarios, such as complex wireless environments
and large-scale MIMO systems, a large number of channels
might be needed. Thus, scability is an important factor in evaluating a channel emulator. Buscemi and Sass [20] described the
feasibility of a scalable wireless channel emulator based on a 64FPGA cluster, but hardware costs would preclude widespread
usability. Others have addressed scalable network emulator design, but with a focus on emulator architecture without details on
link-level channels [21], [22]. A wireless channel emulator that
uses radio frequency front ends and a user interface but without
baseband channel generation is proposed in [23].
An approach based on filtering a white Gaussian process
generated 3 × 4 MIMO channels but did not use geometric emulation [24]. Filtering methods can be used only if the spectrum
of the random process is precisely known. Indeed, the spectrum
of the geometrical channels are typically diverse, precluding a
filtering-only approach. For the same reason, the MIMO channel
generation method proposed in Eslami [18] can not be applied
in the geometry-based case. The generation of 4 × 4 MIMO
channels on an FPGA was introduced in [25], where multiple
lookup tables are required for the sinusoids used in channel
generation. Compared with the FPGA-based generation of conventional statistical channels, geometry-based channel emulation requires significantly greater computation and hardware
resources. Especially for the scale of massive MIMO systems,
computationally-efficient emulation of geometry-based channel
modeling becomes extremely challenging for the following three
reasons.
First, as introduced above, the majority of existing studies on
channel emulation mainly use statistical modeling for channel
generation [25], [26]. In many MIMO systems, a very large number of antennas are used to implement beamforming to achieve
propagation characteristics similar to today’s cellular networks.
The resulting high level of beamforming directionality makes
geometrical models a more appropriate choice for characterizing
the MIMO channel as opposed to statistical models [9] since
the geometry-based models explicitly capture the features of
single propagation rays rather the statistical features of a bundle
of rays. Furthermore, the significantly-increased fading rate
in mmWave bands (a motivating example of massive MIMO)
reduces the number of the rays arriving at the receiver, which
makes statistical description less meaningful.
Second, in a geometry-based channel model, the number
of the required sinusoids becomes astonishingly large. For
example, consider a MIMO system in which a base station
is equipped with 32 antenna elements. There are 10 scattering clusters between the transmitter and the receiver. In
each cluster, 20 rays exist. According to the 3GPP standard,
10 × 20 × 2 sinusoids are needed for emulating the fading
channel between one antenna element and the user equipment, where ‘×2’ (in 10 × 20 × 2 sinusoids) represents the
sinusoids for In-phase and Quadrature components of a fading channel. For 32 antenna elements, 12,800 sinusoids are
needed for a link between the base station and the user
equipment.

Fig. 1. Scalable wireless network emulation by exploiting knowledge of
channel fidelity versus implementation resource costs.

Third, the emulators with the greatest channel fidelity, such as
the Spirent VR5 HD spatial channel emulator [27] and Azimuth
ACE-MX-4 channel fading emulator [28], often lack the ability
to scale to the number of channels in a massive MIMO context.
Our goal is to use geometry-based channel emulation techniques
to save hardware resources without reducing the accuracy of
the emulated channels. There have been some efforts to build
low-fidelity emulators, often using FPGAs and/or DSPs (e.g.,
up to 4 × 4 MIMO [25]). However, to enable massive MIMO
emulation with a high number of dimensions at high fidelity, the
relationship between emulated channel accuracy and hardware
resource cost needs to be fully characterized and understood.
As a result, the channel emulation fidelity-resources tradeoff
guides the management of communication system evaluation,
especially when the system scales to massive MIMO contexts.
In this paper, efficient emulation of geometry-based channels
is investigated. To this end, we reduce the number of sinusoids
without significantly sacrificing the fidelity of the generated
channels and study the tradeoff in channel emulation accuracy
versus the implementation resources consumed, using both analytical modeling and FPGA-based implementation. We optimize
our channel emulation using an iterative structure to generate the
sinusoids with a reduced memory footprint. The channel update
rate and word-length selection are also analyzed to improve
implementation efficiency. We then leverage these findings to
efficiently emulate a single wireless path as a fundamental building block to scale to a massive MIMO geometry-based channel
emulator, developing a metric for implementation complexity
along the way.
To envision how the emulation would scale to massive MIMO
links and networks, Fig. 1 presents a general framework for
our system design. A large number of wireless transmitters
and receivers are physically connected to the bank of hardware
resources necessary to implement the geometry-based channel
emulator. A control PC facilitates the design and control of the
experiment. On the back end, FPGAs implement the channel
emulation from the RF front end to the channel output. To enable
these FPGAs to generate a large number of channels and know
the amount of hardware required, the implementation’s resource
consumption must be understood and optimized according to
the geometry-based channel emulation dimensions. We make
the following contributions:
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1) A geometry-based channel generator is proposed and
built using FPGAs. In geometry-based channel modeling,
hundreds of rays exist in a link connecting two antenna
elements at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. To
efficiently generate a large number of rays, we use a
bank of orthogonal bases to represent the rays without
sacrificing channel accuracy.
2) We design and implement an Autoregressive (AR) model
based generator. Prior channel generation solutions employing Sum-Of-Sinusoids (SOS) demand large volumes
of memory to store quantized cosine values. Since the
memory resources available on FPGAs are limited, an
AR-based fading channel generator using a second-order
iterative structure is proposed and implemented. In the
generation of one-path channels consisting of 20 sinusoid
components, the iterative structure reduces the amount of
memory by 95% compared to traditional lookup tables,
thereby significantly enhancing the scalability of channel
emulation.
3) We jointly analyze the effect of channel update rate and
word length on channel emulation. The choice of word
length and channel update rate affects hardware resource
on an FPGA. We design an optimization algorithm to
jointly determine word length and update rate to reduce
hardware resource consumption. Experiments show that
our algorithm generates channels with greater accuracy
in terms of mean square error versus channels generated
with fixed word length and update rate, an advantage
that becomes even more significant with small hardware
resource budgets.
4) Lastly, we study the scalability of the geometry-based
channel emulator for massive MIMO systems. Based on
our analysis and experimental evaluation of a single path,
the capability of massive-MIMO dimensionality according to a desired level of channel emulation accuracy is
demonstrated. Specifically, a Virtex-4 FPGA is able to
generate 376 channel paths, which is 20 times the number
of paths generated using lookup tables. In other words,
when channel paths of the same scale are generated, the
need for 19 out of 20 FPGAs is eliminated.
In the remainder of this paper, the basics of a geometry-based
channel modeling is first introduced in Section II. In Section III,
the projection of the original geometry-based channel to an
orthogonal space is analyzed. In Section IV, the novel generation
scheme is presented, which is based on a second-order AR
model. Section V discusses the word length and channel status
update rate optimization. Section VI includes the evaluation of
our approach via FPGA implementation. Section VII discusses
the application of our work to a massive MIMO geometry-based
channel emulator. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VIII. A summary of key notations used is given in Table I.
II. BACKGROUND: MASSIVE-MIMO CHANNEL MODEL
According to the 3GPP standards [29], a geometry-based
channel is described by (1) shown at the bottom of the next page,
from which we now explain each term. The term (a) characterizes the radio field pattern of the receive antenna element u. The
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF KEY NOTATIONS

zenith arrival angle of the m-th ray in the cluster n is denoted by
θn,m,ZOA . The arrival angle variable φn,m,AOA is the azimuth
arrival angle for the same ray. The zenith and azimuth departure
angle variables are θn,m,ZOD and φn,m,AOD respectively. The
variable Pn denotes the power of the n-th cluster, variable Mn
denotes the number of all path scattering in the n-th cluster, and
the F (·) represents the field components of the radiation pattern.
The term (b) is for setting the initial phase for each ray in all
clusters, which is uniformly distributed. The cross polarization
power ratio in linear scale is κn,m . The phase variables Φθθ , Φθφ ,
Φφθ , and Φφφ are the random initial phase for ray m of cluster n
for four different polarization combinations: θθ, θφ, φθ, and φφ,
respectively. Term (c) represents the radio field patterns of transmit antenna element u. Term (d) characterizes the phase delay
caused by the propagation from cluster n to the receiver antenna
element u. The wavelength of the carrier frequency is λ0 . The
spherical unit vector with azimuth angle is r̂. The location vector
of receive antenna element u is d¯rx,u . Term (e) is the propagation
phase delay between cluster n and transmit antenna element s.
The Doppler shift on the m-th ray in cluster n is denoted by νn,m .
Additional details about geometry-based channel modeling can
be found in the 3GPP standards documentation [29].
According to (1), a geometry-based channel model contains
a large amount of rays. For example, to generate a channel
model with 10 clusters containing 20 rays, 400 sinusoids need
to be generated. The sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) method is widely
used in channel generation on hardware platforms within the
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exponential function of time in (1). To generate multiple sinusoids, we control the amplitude, frequency, and initial phase
of each sinusoid to obtain a geometry-based channel. In the
literature, the generation of sinusoids are typically implemented
via sine/cosine lookup tables [30]–[32]. For the simulation of
traditional fading channel models, the lookup table strategy is
applicable since only a small number of sinusoids are needed.
For implementing geometry-based channel generation, the use
of lookup tables is challenging due to its high demand on
memory resources.

In (2), each sinusoid is fully determined by three elements:
the amplitude Amn , the frequency fmn , and the initial phase
φmn . The three elements form a combination (A, f, φ), and each
combination maps to a sinusoid. For example, the combination
mapped to the mn -th sinusoid is written as (Amn , fmn , φmn ).
We define the variable Υ, which is the set of all the combinations,
Υ = {(Amn , fmn , φmn )}.
We reorder elements in Υ according to increasing value of
fmn . After the reordering, (2) is rewritten as follows:
Hu,s (t) =

III. EVOLUTION OF THE GEOMETRY-BASED MIMO
CHANNEL GENERATION

A. Projection of Original Geometry-Based Channel to
Small-Dimensional Space
Notice that (1) represents a fading channel of the n-th cluster,
where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, and N represents the total number
of clusters. For simplicity, we transform the channel Hu,s by
linking the s-th TX antenna element and u-th RX antenna
element via the explicit computation of the matrix product in
(1), resulting in:
Hu,s (t) =

n=1

=

Amn cos (2πfmn t + φmn ) .

(2)

n=1 mn =1

Here, mn is the m-th path scattering on the n-th cluster, and
Mn denotes the number of all path scattering on the n-th cluster,
which is denoted by f0n .


Hu,s,n (t) =

Pn
Mn

l∈L

b
− flb = fLD , where
Here, l ∈ L, L = {1, 2, . . . , L}, Δf = fl+1
flb denotes the frequency of the l-th basis in GL , and fD is the
maximum Doppler value, where ψl is randomly generated with
a uniform distribution.

B. K → L-Dimensional Space Projection
The K-to-L dimensional space projection is implemented via
an inner product. We calculate the projection of Hu,s (t) with
each basis signal of the L-dimensional space to obtain
(5)

Here, < ·, · > denotes the inner product operation, and Δt
represents the time duration over which the inner product is
calculated. At the beginning of each segment of Δt, Gl is
calculated.
We know that Gl will be the summation of sinusoids at
the frequencies of (fk − fl ), k ∈ K. Due to the periodicity of
sinusoids, the time duration Δt needed to be selected such that
each sinusoid member in Hu,s (t) can contribute to Gl .

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Mn ⎪
⎨



⎡
⎤
T
θφ
exp(jΦθθ
κ−1
Frx,u,θ (θn,m,ZOA , φn,m,AOA ) ⎣
n,m )
n,m exp(jΦn,m )
⎦

exp (j2πνn,m t) ·
φφ
−1 exp(jΦφθ )
⎪
(θ
,
φ
)
F
rx,u,φ
n,m,ZOA
n,m,AOA
exp(jΦ
)
κ
⎪
n,m
n,m
n,m
m=1 ⎪
⎪


⎪


⎩
(a)

·

(3)


where K = N
n=1 Mn , and fk1 ≤ fk2 for all k1 < k2 , k1 , k2 ∈
{1, 2, . . . , K}.
As analyzed in Section II, K is a large value for a geometrybased massive MIMO channel, which is a problem for FPGA implementation. To solve the problem, we project the K sinusoids
to an L-dimensional space, where L  K. The L-dimensional
space GL , is spanned by L bases:


GL = span cos(2πflb t + ψl )
(4)

Gl = < Hu,s (t), cos(2πflb t + ψl ) > |Δt .

Hu,s,n (t)

Mn
N 


Ak cos (2πfk t + φk ) ,

k=1

As discussed in the previous section, the primary challenge in
generating a geometry-based massive MIMO channel is that a
large number of sinusoids need to be generated on the hardware
platform. To reduce the number of hardware resources needed,
we project the large number of sinusoids to a lower-dimensional
Euclidean space. This lower-dimensional space is spanned by a
small group of sinusoids with equal-frequency separation, which
are orthogonal to each other. After the projection, the geometrybased channels can be generated within the projected space.

N


K


(b)

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
 ⎬

 T

 T


Ftx,u,θ (θn,m,ZOD , φn,m,AOD )
r̂tx,n,m d¯rx,u exp j2πλ−1
r̂rx,n,m d¯tx,s
exp j2πλ−1
0
0
Ftx,u,φ (θn,m,ZOD , φn,m,AOD )



⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪


(d)
(e)
⎪
⎭
(c)
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The inner product between cos(2πflb t + ψl ) and
Ak cos(2πfk + φk ) over a Δt duration, for arbitrary l = k,
denoted by gk,l , is written as:

1
Ak cos (2πfk t + φk ) cos(2πflb t + ψl )dt
gk,l =
Δt Δt
 



b
Ak
1
cos 2π(f
k − fl )t + φk − ψl 

=
dt
Δt Δt 2 + cos 2π(fk + flb )t + φk + ψl

(a) 1


Ak
∼
cos 2π(fk − flb )t + φk − ψl dt.
(6)
=
Δt Δt 2
Here, (a) follows since



1
Ak
cos 2π(fk + flb )t + φk + ψl dt ∼
= 0,
Δt Δt 2

(7)

which holds under the condition of Δt  1/(fk + flb ), and gk,l

denotes the k-th component of Gl = K
k=1 gk,l .
When fk = flb , gk,l reaches the maximum value, A2k . When
fk = flb , gk,l depends on Δt and φk . We proceed in our analysis
along the following two directions:
2π(fk − flb )Δt > 2π,

(8)

2π(fk − flb )Δt ≤ 2π.

(9)

and

For the case in (8), gk,l is approximately equal to zero, and
the larger the value of Δt, the more accurate the approximation.
We will discuss the valid range of Δt in Section III-B2.
For the case in (9), we have:
gk,l
=

1
Δt


Δt



Ak
cos 2π(fk − flb )t + φk − ψl dt
2

1
Ak
2Δt 2π(fk − flb )


× sin(2π(fk − flb )Δt + φl − ψl ) − sin(φk − ψl )




Ak 2 cos π(fk − flb )Δt + φk − ψl sin π(fk − flb )Δt
=
4πΔt(fk − flb )

=

=





Ak
cos π(fk − flb )Δt + φk − ψl sinc (fk − flb )Δt ,
2
(10)

where sinc(x) = sin(πx)/πx.
1) Effect of Initial Phase of φk on gl,k : From (10), the initial
phase φk also affects gl,k . According to the 3GPP standard [29],
the initial phase stems from diverse factors, such as antenna
element arrangement and antenna polarization. Thus, the explicit
analytical expression for calculating φk is complicated to derive.
Hence, a numerical method is used to analyze the effect of φk
on gl,k .
The first step of the numerical method is to calculate the empirical distribution of the initial phase φ based on the description
in the 3GPP standard [29]. We consider that a base station is
equipped with 40 antennas, and a UE has only one antenna.
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There are 10 clusters in the channel between the BS and the UE.
Then, the initial phase of each ray is obtained.
Second, the Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) test is used to investigate the similarity of the empirical distribution of φk . For
this purpose, a set of uniformly-distributed data is generated
by MATLAB. Then, the KS test is employed to investigate the
similarity between the distribution of the MATLAB-generated
uniform data and that of {φk }. In the empirically-determined KS
test, the resulting p value is equal to 0.619. This resulting p is
far larger than the widely-used significance level of 0.05, which
agrees with the hypothesis that φk is uniformly distributed. Since
there are a large number of rays in a real massive MIMO system
and there are no constraints on the propagation channel, the
initial phases of the rays tend to distribute uniformly, matching
the result in [33].
Knowing the distribution of φk , we calculate the mean value
of Gl with respect to φk as follows:
Gl =

K


gk,l ∼
= E [gk,l ]

k=1







Ak
cos π(fk −flb )Δt+φk − ψl sinc (fk − flb )Δt
=E
2


= sinc (fk − flb )Δt
 π
2


1
Ak cos π(fk − flb )Δt + φk − ψl dφk
×
− π2 2π
=





1
Ak cos π(fk − flb )Δt − ψl sinc (fk − flb )Δt . (11)
π

From (11), Gl is affected by the frequency offset (fk − flb ),
and the length of the data for integration is Δt. For a geometrybased channel, each fk is predefined, and each flb is fixed in the
L-dimensional space. Thus, Δt is the only variable affecting Gl .
2) Selection of Δt: The frequency difference, δω between
the basis of the L-dimensional space, is calculated as:
δω = 2π (fD /L) .

(12)

With the Doppler bin interval of fLD , the largest Doppler
ambiguity is equal to 2fDL . Thus, within Δt, the largest phase
change of gl,k during Δt is equal to 2π 2fDL Δt. As analyzed in
the previous part, to guarantee Gl is not approximately equal
to zero, the phase change during Δt should be smaller than 2π.
Combining (9) and (12), we set the requirement on the selection
of Δt as follows:
Δt < 2 L/fD .

(13)

To demonstrate the accuracy of the analysis, we perform
simulations of the K → L dimension projection and plot results
in Fig. 2. Recall that K is determined
 by the summation of the
sinusoid components Mn , i.e. K = N
n=1 Mn . Here, K = 400
and L = 20. Detailed evaluation on the above method will be
presented in Section VI.
In Fig. 2, a blue vertical line signifies a sinusoid component at
the frequency indicated by the x-axis of the blue line. The density
of the blue lines is proportional to the number of sinusoids in
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converted into H̃u,s (t) via projection using inner products. After
the projection step, the geometry-based MIMO channel can be
generated on an FPGA.
B. Geometry-Based Channel Generation for Massive MIMO

Fig. 2.

Demonstration of the frequency bins reduction.

Hu,s (t) within a frequency range. The heights of the red bars are
proportional to the absolute values of Gl , l ∈ L. Fig. 2 shows the
amplitude of a projected component Gl reflecting the density of
the rays in Hu,s (t).
We generate H̃u,s (t) by adding the projections of Hu,s (t) to
the space spanned by the L sinusoids as,
H̃u,s (t) =

L

l=1

Gl cos(2πflb t + ψl ) =

L


Gl cos(ωl t + ψl ).

l=1

(14)
Compared with Hu,s (t), the number of the sinusoids in
H̃u,s (t) is significantly reduced.

1) Disadvantage of Conventional Generation Method: As
previously mentioned, the most popular method of cosine implementation is based on a lookup table for quantized cosine values
stored in RAM. However, there are two main drawbacks to channel emulation based on lookup tables. First, RAM resources are
occupied throughout the entire procedure of channel generation.
While often computationally powerful, the FPGA chip is often
limited by memory resources [36].
Second, the lookup operation has a non-zero delay. For each
channel, the number of multipath components is usually selected
within the range of 8 to 12 [37] to ensure desirable statistical characteristics of the resulting channels. In most cases,
there are a large number of transmitter-receiver antenna pairs.
Thus, the simultaneous lookup operations would cause excessive
memory-lookup delays for FPGA-based channel generation.
If we ultimately seek to emulate geometry-based channels in
massive-MIMO contexts, memory consumption and latency
with a large amount of lookup operations preclude the use of
SOS-based generation.
2) Iterative Solution to Channel Generation: We now propose a simple, second-order AR model to generate the sinusoids
needed for channel emulation. This AR model for the sinusoid
generation is written as:
y[i] = 2 cos(ω) · y[i − 1] − y[i − 2].

IV. GEOMETRY-BASED MASSIVE MIMO CHANNEL
GENERATION ON FPGAS
Frequently, lookup tables are used to generate sinusoids.
However, the lookup table strategy induces a high demand on
the memory [34], [35]. Such a strategy makes it infeasible to
generate a geometry-based massive MIMO channel on a single
FPGA chip. In this paper, a second-order AR model is proposed
to generate the geometry-based channel.
A. Preprocessing for the Channel Generation
The geometry-based channel model as presented in (1) comprises a large number of parameters. Details about calculating
the parameters are given in [29] and references therein. A
general-purpose computer is used for initializing the parameters
in an offline manner. The initialized parameters are then fed to an
FPGA chip, which generates the channel in an online manner.
FPGAs are not used to initialize the parameters due to their
limited computational resources.
First, to configure a MIMO system, we determine parameters
including distance, path loss, number of antennas, mechanical
orientation of the antennas, and polarization pattern of the
antennas. According to the settings, the parameters, Pn , νn,m ,
θn,m,ZOA , and φn,m,AOA needed in (1) are calculated via a
general-purpose computer.
After the MIMO channel is generated, the sinusoids are
sorted based on their frequency. Following the reordering, the
channel Hu,s (t) is written in the form of (3). Next, Hu,s (t) is

(15)

Algorithm 1 presents the AR-based iteration structure for generating geometry-based channels. There are two main phases:
initialization and iterative calculation. In the PC initialization
phase, geometry-based MIMO channel parameters are computed, and the channel is projected onto an L-dimensional space.
With FPGA initialization, the initial two-iteration values are
obtained by using a cosine lookup table. Then, the algorithm
moves to the iterative-computation phase, where the resulting
sinusoid values yl [i], i ≥ 2 are generated iteratively, and the
envelope of the weighted I/Q components (yIl [i], yQl [i], l ∈ L)
is the channel gain at the i-th time instant.
Algorithm 1 shows that the cosine lookup table is used in
the FPGA initialization phase. Thus, only one cosine table is
needed in the iterative generation. During the channel emulation
phase, subsequent computations require only one addition and
one multiplication at each iteration. Since an FPGA is powerful
in terms of computation, the addition and multiplication can be
processed with minimal latency.
C. Block Diagram of the Proposed Generation System
A block diagram of the proposed channel generation algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The cosine value initialization is based on
a lookup table, which is straightforward to implement. Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture of the iterative structure of the proposed
channel generation. Fig. 4 shows that only two registers are
needed for each sinusoid component. As introduced before, let L
denote the number of sinusoids in each geometry-based channel
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Proposed fading channel generation simulator.

Algorithm 1: Massive MIMO Channel Generation.
Phase 1 - Initialization
1:
2:
3:
4:

Configure the massive MIMO scenario on a PC
Compute the parameters used in (1) according to the
massive MIMO setting
Expand (1) on the orthogonal basis set {yl , l ∈ L}
Initialize the sinusoid generation
• generate 2L uniform random variable ψl ,
π
ψl ∼ U [0, ), l ∈ L
2
• look up 5L cosine values yIl [0] = cos(ψl ),
yQl [0] = sin(ψl ),

yIl [1] = cos 2π Ll TW fD + ψl  ,
l
yQl [1] = sin 2π
 L Tl W fD +ψl ,
Bl = 2 cos 2π L TW fD ;

Phase 2 - Iterative Computation of FPGA
5:
6:
7:

for i < Tsim /TW do;
 Tsim and TW are
simulation duration and sampling interval, respectively
yIl [i] = Bl yIl [i − 1] − yIl [i − 2],
− 2],
yQl [i] = B
l yQl [i − 1] − yQl [i
!2
!2

L−1
L−1
c(i) = L1
+
l=0 GIl yIl [i]
l=0 GQl yQl [i] ,

c denotes the envelope of the channel.
end for
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Iteration architecture of one ray component.

building a sin/cos lookup table in a chipset. Due to the memory
usage in the theoretical analysis being proportional to that in the
real chipset, the RAM resource saving percentage in the theoretical estimation is the same with that in the real chip based estimation. For instance, consider ten (Nch = 10) geometry-based
MIMO channels and twenty components for a channel (L = 20).
The amount of RAM savings can be calculated according to
VD ∼
= 398 kB, which saves 97.3% of the RAM resources as
compared to the LUT-based solution. This result holds not only
for the theoretical analysis but also applies to the estimation in
real chipsets.
V. UPDATE RATE AND WORD LENGTH OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we study the effect of varying the channel
update rate and FPGA-operating word length at which channel
coefficients are regenerated. The word-length selection is important in balancing the generated channel accuracy and hardware
cost. We jointly employ analytical and numerical methods to
study the optimal parameter selection. The parameters are optimized by searching for the combination of update rate and
word length at which the channel is generated at the optimum
accuracy. In the channel generation, a group of sinusoids are
the basic elements of a geometry-based channel. Thus, the error
of a generated sinusoid is taken as the metric for evaluating
the channel accuracy. The joint optimization on the update
rate and word length is only performed in the initial stage
(Algorithm 1) of the channel generation procedure. Thus, the
complexity and latency induced by the joint optimization is
negligible.
A. Channel Generation Error in Discrete-Time Update

and Nch represent the desired number of geometry-based MIMO
channels to be generated. Assume the volume of RAM used for
building the sinusoid lookup table is VLU T . Thus, the AR-based
channel generation scheme can save RAM resources up to VD
and quantified as:
VD = Nch (2L(VLU T − 2) − VLU T ) .

(16)

Assume a sinusoid lookup table consists of 1024 RAM words
of two bytes each. The number is used for theoretical analysis,
which is not equal to the amount of the memory needed for

Let TW denote the time duration between updates, which
should be smaller than the coherence time of the channel. Hence,
the channel update interval TW is selected to be smaller than
0.423 times the maximum Doppler inverse, 0.423
fD [38]. In a
conservative approximation, TW is smaller than 0.25 times of the
maximum Doppler inverse, TW ≤ 4f1D . Let I denote the number
of update points in the quarter-period of a sinusoid (Fig. 5). As
shown in this figure, at a given frequency fM , fM ≤ fD , I can
be determined as I = 1/4fM TW . Furthermore, to avoid large
channel emulation error, TW is selected such that I > 1.
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Fig. 5.

Channel update rate effect and word length optimization illustration.

In the quarter-period of a cosine curve, the error eδt in the
discrete generation of a channel is calculated by:
eδt =

I−1  (i+1)TW

i=0

=

I−1


(cos(2πifM TW ) − cos(2πfM t)) dt

iTW

cos(2πifM TW )TW

i=0

1
.
−
2π

(17)

Due to the sampling criteria, the sampling frequency needs
to be larger than twice the Doppler frequency, fM . Thus, within
1
4 of a period, as shown in Fig. 5, we have the limits of TW ,
0 < TW ≤ 1/8fM .
B. Word-Length Effect on Channel Generation
Besides the channel update rate consideration, the word length
of each point in the fading channel generation will affect the
hardware resources consumed. In this section, the approximation
error for a quantized cosine waveform at a single carrier is first
discussed.
We assume the cosine function is quantized by P bits, where P
is a positive integer. Thus, the distance between two quantization
levels is Δd = 1/M , which is illustrated in Fig. 5. In the quarterperiod of a cosine function, the inverse function is calculated by:
t = 1/2π arccos(y).

2
−1 

eδy =

ν=0

ν+1
2P
ν
2P

!
ν !
1
arccos P − arccos(y) dy
2π
2

2 −1
1
ν !
1 
.
arccos P −
P
2π2 ν=0
2
2π

C. Joint Optimization on Updated Rate and Word Length
In this subsection, we jointly consider the emulation accuracy
with respect to two factors: finite word length and update period.
For mathematical tractability, the summation of eδt and eδy ,
denoted by β(P, TW ), is taken as the total error:
β(P, TW ) = eδt + eδy .

(19)

Numerically evaluating (19) for various values of P , we can
realize eδy ≥ 1.0056, which is larger than the power of the
sinusoid over the quarter-period at P < 3. In the case of P > 21,
the hardware cost becomes extremely large, which is extremely
challenging to be implemented in hardware. Thus, the number
of bits used for quantizing the sinusoids is limited in the range
of [3, 20], 3 ≤ P ≤ 20.

(20)

In general, more accurate channel generation needs greater
hardware resources with longer word lengths and shorter update
rates. In this paper, the number of bits per time unit used for
generating the channel is used as the metric for resource usage.
Based on this idea, we define variable a as:
a(P, TW ) = P/TW .

(21)

With the defined metric of the channel construction accuracy
β(P, TW ) and the consumed resource size a, we build an optimization problem in which the construction error is minimized
under the constraint of the resource budget, a ≤ A, where A is
a constant. The optimization problem is written as follows:
min:

TW ,P

β(P, TW ) = eδt + eδy

subject to: a(P, TW ) ≤ A, 0 < TW ≤
3 ≤ P ≤ 20

1
8fM
(22)

where
2 −1
ν! 2
1 
cos(2πifM TW )TW +
arccos
β=
− .
2π2P ν=0
2P
2π
i=0
(23)
From (23), the error β(P, TW ) not only depends on the
variables (word length P and update period TW ), but also the parameter fM . To simplify the analysis, we define the normalized
update period TW = TW fM . Fig. 6 plots the error versus TW
and P . As indicated in Appendix B, the error β is not convex
with respect to P and TW . Thus, we solve it by numerically
trying all combinations of P and TW and find the optimum pair
of (TW , P ), denoted by (TW∗ , P ∗ ), at which the minimum β(·)
is achieved.
Up to this point, we have presented a method for optimizing
the update rate and word length by minimizing eδt + eδy . At
I−1


P

=

Massive MIMO channel generation error.

(18)

Thus, the error eδy in the quantization of the quarter-period
of a cosine function is calculated by:
P

Fig. 6.

P
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a selected update rate and word length, the spectrum of the
generated channel, denoted by SĤ (f ), is a function of the
spectrum of the real channel SH (f ), the update interval TW
and the word length P , given by:


2
sin(πTW f )
SH (2πf TW )
. (24)
SĤ (f ) =
1
2
1 2 log 2πeσH −2P
2
2
+ 12
πf
Additional details are given in Appendix A.
W f)
From (24), as TW becomes smaller, the shape of sin(πT
πf
becomes more flat. Thus, the shape of SĤ (f ) is closer to the
shape of SH (2πf TW ). When more bits are used, P is larger, and
thus the distortion caused by the quantization on SH (2πf TW )
is smaller.
The PDF of the generated channel, denoted by qĤ , is the
function of the PDF of the real channel qH (h) and the word
length P , as given by:
qĤ (h) = qH (h) ⊗ uq (h),

Fig. 7. Adjacent sinusoid difference comparison between continuous generation and the proposed method.

(25)

Here, ⊗ denotes convolution operation. Lastly, uq is defined as
follows:
" 1 2P
, − 2·2DP ≤ h ≤ 2·2DP
(26)
uq (h) = 12 D
0,
otherwise.
Here, D denotes the dynamic range of the fading channel. From
(41), when P becomes larger, uq (h) tends to be a δ(·) function.
Thus, qĤ (h) approaches qH (h).

Here, (a) follows from (27); and (b) follows from the definition
of flb in (4) by which the equation flb = γ fLD , γ ∈ Z and 0 ≤
b
γ ≤ L, holds, and then, 2π fD2L
TW TW fl = 4γπ.
In the proposed channel generation method, after the nΔt th update, the following sinusoid value is cos(ψl ), rather than
cos(2πnΔt TW flb + ψl ). Therefore, the true difference between
the two closest updating points, denoted by δc, is called the
actual difference, which is calculated by:
δc = cos(ψl ) − cos(2πnΔt TW flb + ψl )

D. Continuity of the Generated Fading Channel
As discussed in Section III-B2, in the K → L-dimensional
space projection, the channel generation duration Δt satisfies,
Δt < 2 L/fD . In this subsection, the continuity of the generated
channel between two adjacent Δt blocks is discussed. In the
analysis, we consider the maximum Doppler shift fD . At the
channel update period of TW , assuming there are nΔt updates
within the time duration of Δt, and nΔt is calculated by:
#
$
Δt
2L
Δ
nΔt =
− l,
(27)
=
TW
fD TW
where l uniformly distributes within [0, 1).
At the ending update point nΔt , the sinusoid value is
cos(2πnΔt TW flb + ψl ), where flb and ψl are defined in (4)
and Algorithm 1, respectively. We assume there is no constraint of Δt. Thus, the sinusoid value at the next update is
cos(2π(nΔt + 1)TW flb + ψl ). Between the two closest updating points, the difference, denoted by δc̄, is called as reference
difference and calculated by:
δc̄ = cos(2π(nΔt + 1)TW flb + ψl ) − cos(2πnΔt TW flb + ψl )
=

−2 sin(2πnΔt TW flb

(a)



= −2 sin(2π

+

2L
−
fD TW

πTW flb


l

+

E[δc̄] = E[Eψl [δc̄| l ]]

 π
2
b
b
b
2 sin(2π l TW fl − πTW fl − ψl ) sin(πTW fl )dψl
=E
0



1

=
0

=

= 2 sin(2π l TW flb − πTW flb − ψl ) sin(πTW flb ).




sin(2π l TW flb − πTW flb )
2
sin(πTW flb )d
− cos(2π l TW flb − πTW flb )

(30)

E[δc] = E[Eψl [δc| l ]]
 π

2
b
cos(ψl ) − cos(2π l TW fl − ψl )dψl
=E


0

1

=E
=1−

(28)

l

sin2 (πTW flb )
πTW flb

0

TW flb

(29)

Next, the mean value of δc̄ and δc is calculated. By comparing
the mean differences, E[δc̄] and E[δc], we can understand the
continuity of the channel generated by the proposed method.

ψl ) sin(πTW flb )

+ πTW flb + ψl ) sin(πTW flb )
(b)

= cos(ψl ) − cos(2π l TW flb − ψl )



1 − cos(2π

b
l TW fl )

− sin(2π

b
l TW fl )





sin(πTW flb ) cos(πTW flb ) − 1
+
.
πTW flb
πTW flb

(31)

To quantify this result, we plot the values of E[δc̄] and E[δc]
at different l’s in Fig. 7. In the plot, TW fD = 0.04 and the
dimension of the projected space, L, is set to be 20, 80, and
160. From Fig. 7, the mean of the actual difference is no larger
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than that of the reference difference. Therefore, the sinusoid
generated by the proposed method is regarded to be continuous
in terms of Nyquist sampling.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed channel generation using analytical evaluation, numerical
simulations, and experimentation with an FPGA platform. For
comparison, a channel generation method using the conventional
structure is also evaluated using an FPGA. Further, an offline
channel generation method using a general-purpose computer is
also considered in the experiments.
In the experiment, a scenario with 20 clusters is considered.
At each cluster, there are 20 rays. Therefore, 800 sinusoids are
needed if I/Q components of the geometry-based massive MIMO
channel are directly generated. We project the 800 sinusoids to
a bank of 20 sinusoids with equally-spaced frequencies in each
element. The maximum Doppler in the scenario is 500 Hz.
A. Iterative-Based Channel Generation
1) Verification of Iterative Structure: We perform fixedpoint experiments on the method of generating the geometrybased MIMO channel in the Xilinx Integrated Synthesis
Environment (ISE). The FPGA chip used is a Virtex-4
VFX100FFG1517. In the fixed-point experiment, we generate
a geometry-based MIMO channel, which was described in the
previous paragraph. As a reference, a channel with the same parameter settings is also generated using floating-point arithmetic
in MATLAB. In this part of the simulation, the channel samples
are generated at a period of 0.005 ms (Tw = 0.005 ms). Thus,
the normalized update period is 2.5 × 10−3 , TW = 2.5 × 10−3 .
Each channel sample is expressed using 8 bits (P = 12).
Furthermore, the performance of the iterative method and
lookup table based method is directly compared. To evaluate the
accuracy of generated channels, we leverage two widely-used
metrics: level crossing rate (LCR) and average duration of
fading (ADF) [33], which jointly characterize the severity of
the fading over time.
First, a floating-point channel is generated in MATLAB. The
channel is obtained by adding up the 400 sinusoids, which are
the ones before being projected to the bank of 20 sinusoids. We
label this as an original channel generation, which corresponds
to the red curves in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b).
For each of I/Q component, after projecting 400 sinusoids
onto the space spanned by 20 sinusoids, the two methods of proposed channel generation (AR model based) and conventional
channel generation (lookup-table based) are implemented in the
FPGA. The LCR and ADF of the proposed method are plotted
with a blue dashed curve with upright triangular markers, and
the conventional method generation results are plotted by green
curves with circular markers.
In Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), the matching curves indicate the
projection of 400 sinusoids to the bank of 20 sinusoids is valid
for channel generation without sacrificing fidelity. Furthermore,
the curve based on the AR model also matches the one based

Fig. 8. Statistical probability of generated data. In the generation, the maximum Doppler is set to be 500 Hz. The channel update period is 0.005 ms. The
original channel generation needs 800 sinusoids. For the proposed generation
method, the 800 sinusoids are projects to 20 sinusoids. (a) LCR. (b) ADF.

on the lookup tables. Next, the resulting hardware resource
consumption is investigated.
2) MIMO Channel Covariance Matrix Analysis: The covariance matrix is a critical component to the representation of
MIMO channels. Thus, the impact of the proposed method on
the covariance matrix is investigated. Assume the number of the
antennas per UE is equal to 2. The number of antennas, η, at the
base station ranges from 2 to 16 in our investigation. Let random
vector Xi of size η × 1 denote the transmission symbols at the
i-th time slot. Each element of Xi has a Gaussian distribution.
On the UE side, received symbols are denoted by Yi , which is a
random vector of size 2 × 1. The MIMO channel is denoted by
H, which is of size of 2 × η. The realization of the channel at the
i-th time slot is Hi . The (u, s)-th element of Hi is determined
by Hu,s (i · TW ), u ∈ {1, 2}, and s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , η}.
Recall that the fading channel to calculate is written in (3), and
the parameters in (3) are determined by (2). As noted before, the
parameter K in (3) is very large for geometrical channels. We
leverage the proposed method to project the channel denoted by
(3) to the channel denoted by (14). Let H̃i denote the projection
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF BS ANTENNA

TABLE III
20 SINUSOIDS GENERATED NEEDED HARDWARE CONSUMPTION COMPARISON

of the original channel Hi . H̃i also represents the output of the
proposed channel generator.
At discrete time slots and using the two generated channels,
Hi and H̃i , the channel outputs Yi and Ỹi are calculated according to:

TABLE IV
TIME CONSUMPTION COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL METHOD

Yi = Hi Xi + Ωi , and Ỹi = H̃i Xi + Ωi .

(32)

Here, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . NT } where NT is the number of time slots
over which the channel is generated and Ωi denotes additive
white Gaussian noise.
Next, we utilize the simulated channel input and output, Xi
and Yi , respectively, and Ỹi to estimate the MIMO channel covariance. Let C denote the channel covariance matrix generated
from the original channel model (3), and let C̃ represent the
proposed channel generation method. The estimation of C and
C̃ are calculated by:
!−1
−1
(33)
C = XY (Y Y ) , C̃ = X Ỹ Ỹ Ỹ
,
where
X = [X1 , X2 , . . . , XNT ]

&
%
Y = [Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YNT ] , Ỹ = Ỹ1 , Ỹ2 , . . . , ỸNT .

(34)

We use l2 -norm to measure the distance between C and C̃.
Let ΔC denote the difference between C and C̃,
ΔC = C − C̃.

(35)

Let λΔC denote the set of the eigenvalues of ΔC. By definition, the l2 norm of the matrix difference is equal to the maximum
eigenvalue of ΔC,
ΔC2 = max(λΔC ).

(36)

Table II lists the l2 norm of the difference matrix with the
different numbers of base station antennas.
From Table II, the l2 norm of the difference of the MIMO
channel covariance matrix is smaller than 1 × 10−5 . Therefore,
the proposed channel generation method ensures there is minimal distortion in the covariance matrix of the original MIMO
channel.
3) Complexity Analysis:
a) Computation complexity: We now perform a complexity analysis for the proposed iterative method and the lookupbased method. Table III presents a summary of the resources
used as reported by Xilinx ISE for the two channel generation
methods.
From Table III, the advantages in terms of RAM is evident due
to the fewer cosine value tables. The calculation of the product
between the constant B and y[i − 1] is implemented via bit

shifting. Thus, DSP48 s are not consumed in the iterative-based
channel generator.
b) Time consumption comparison: Besides the analysis in
complexity, comparison between the time consumption between
the table lookup method and the iterative method is also performed. In the comparison, we estimate the number of FPGA
clock cycles required to generate a fading channel sample by the
two methods.
For the table lookup method, the clock cycles are required
to calculate the address index of the sine/cosine table, and read
values from the table. First, the calculation of address index
needs one clock cycle. Afterwards, according to the calculated
index, reading the value from the table to the registers uses
another clock cycle. Thus, there are two total cycles in the
generation of a single sinusoid value.
For the proposed iterative structure, clock cycles are consumed for the bit shifting and addition operations. In the analysis,
the word length is assumed to be 12 bits. To calculate the first
term of the right-hand side of (15), the previous sinusoid value
y[i − 1] is shifted by each bit of the 12-bit number cos(ω). Then,
the shifted values are summed up. In this step, there are 23 clock
cycles consumed. Second, the first-step output is added to the
sinusoid value at two previous updates y[i − 2], which needs
one clock cycle. Thus, there are 24 clock cycles needed by the
iterative-structure method.
For an FPGA chip, a typical value of one clock cycle is
approximately 0.02 ns. For conservative estimation, the table
lookup method needs 0.04 ns to generate a sinusoid value, while
the iterative method needs 0.48 ns. If both methods need to
generate 20 sinusoids for a channel sample, the table lookup
method needs 0.8 ns, and the iterative method needs 9.6 ns.
To generate a massive MIMO channel for a TX-RX antenna
pair (3), 400 sinusoids (K = 400) are needed. Regardless of
the memory limits, the lookup table method needs 16 ns for
generating one channel sample, and the proposed method (after
the projection operation introduced in Section III-A) still needs
9.6 ns. Considering a channel update period of 5 μs, we have
the comparison table listed in Table IV.
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Fig. 9.

Channel data generation throughput of offline (PC based) schemes.

Fig. 10. The optimum bit width P and the normalized update period Tw
(3 ≤ P ≤ 15).

B. Channel Generation Data Throughput Analysis
Another solution to channel emulation is to use an offline
general-purpose computer to generate the fading channel coefficients and periodically transfer these to the FPGA to implement
the emulation. The FPGA uses the stored channel data to modify
the signal passing through the emulator. We call such a solution
an offline generation scheme, as opposed to an online generation
scheme, on the FPGA.
In the experiment, the PC used for generating the channel is
equipped with an Intel i3 CPU at 2.26 GHz with 4 GB of RAM.
In Fig. 9, the red dot-dashed curve represents the time consumed
for generating a certain duration of the channel. The green solid
curve denotes the corresponding channel parameter data rate,
which represents the effective rate at which data needs to be
transferred between the PC and the FPGA to enable emulation.
From Fig. 9, we see that this rate is on the order of 20 Mbits/s
for each channel.
From the result of experiments on the Virtex-4 VFX100, the
FPGA can generate up to 3.3 Gbits/s of channel coefficients
for emulation. Clearly, the proposed channel generation scheme
based on an FPGA outperforms the PC-based solution in terms
of channel data throughput. Further, the offline PC-based generation requires additional RAM and buffers, especially for largescale networks. On the other hand, the PC-based solution would
reduce the computational burden on the FPGA. The evaluation
of a single-link system at low data rates, such as voice calls on
sub-6 GHz bands, is an example on which the PC-based solution
may be appropriate.
C. Performance Across Update Rates and Word Lengths
In Section V, we analyze the optimization of channel accuracy
in term of eδt + eδy with respect to word length and update
interval. In this section, the optimization will be numerically
verified. Given a hardware resource A in terms of ‘bits/sec’,
the minimax error using the method presented is calculated in
Section V.
Using the method presented in the previous section, we calculate the optimum word length and normalized update period
pair (P ∗ , TW∗ ) at which the minimax error in generation is

Fig. 11. Error of the generated geometry-based MIMO channel versus hardware resource consumption in terms of bit rate (bits/sec) (3 ≤ P ≤ 15).

achieved. The calculated (P ∗ , TW∗ ) are plotted in Fig. 10 versus
the hardware resource in terms of bit rates. In Fig. 10, both
the optimum Tw∗ vs A and P vs A curves are not smooth. The
granularity is the result of the discontinuity of P .
With (P ∗ , TW∗ ), the minimax error of the generated geometrybased channel is calculated in a straightforward manner. The
variation of the error versus hardware resources are plotted in
Fig. 11. At (P ∗ , TW∗ ), the geometry-based channel is generated
on an FPGA. The FPGA-generated channel is compared with
the channel generated using MATLAB to calculate the error.
The optimal channel generation error is plotted in Fig. 11 as
the black circles. For comparison, the channel generation with
a widely-used fixed bit width is also implemented and plotted.
In Fig. 11, all error-resource (E-A) curves decrease, which
means more accurate channels can be generated but at the cost
of additional hardware resources. Compared with the fixed word
length, the optimum combination of the update period TW and
the word length P generates the smaller error. Furthermore,
when the hardware resource is small, the error is relatively
closer than that with large resource size. The three fixed-word
length curves cross each other within the small resource segment,
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TABLE V
COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

which implies the update period TW and the word length P have
different weights on determining the error. When allowed to have
greater hardware resources, higher P values have lower error
than lower P values. This phenomena means the word length
is the dominating factor affecting the error for large resource
consumption regions. Consider an extreme case in which there
are infinite hardware resources, that is, A → ∞. In this extreme
case, P can be fixed at an infinitely large value, and TW can
be fixed at an infinitely small value. There will be no loss in
the channel generation. Thus, the optimization does not help.
The consideration of the extreme case explain why the higher
word length (P = 16) curve approaches the optimum curve
as A increases to large values. With Fig. 11, using the joint
optimization method, we generate the channels with the greatest
fidelity.
VII. GEOMETRY-BASED MIMO CHANNEL
EMULATION SCALABILITY
Geometry-based MIMO channel emulation using off-theshelf channel emulators requires significantly large hardware
resources and is consequently very expensive. In this section, the
scalability of the proposed emulation framework is discussed.
With regard to the computational complexity and hardware
consumption, the proposed framework is compared with the
channel generation methods in [39]–[42]. We first estimate the
computational burden in terms of the operations, such as multiplication, addition, and bit shifting. Afterward, the hardware
resource consumption in the implementation of the proposed
framework on an FPGA is evaluated.

generation method in [39] is based on filtering white Gaussian
noise, which is called the ‘correlation method’. A geometric
method is explored in [42], where the sinusoids are projected on
the space spanned by a discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) basis.
For the FFT-based channel generation method, a 32,768-size
FFT is considered in the original analysis [19], which is too challenging to implement on a hardware platform. For fair comparison, a 1024-size FFT is considered in our analysis. The computation used in the FFT-based method consist of two parts: the FFT
computation and the white Gaussian sequence generation. For
example, a 1024-size FFT needs 10248 real-number multiplications and the Gaussian generation needs 512 multiplications. For
the correlation method based on filtering white Gaussian noise,
multiplications and additions are used to filter the Gaussian
variable. In parallel, the generation of the Gaussian variable is
completed by other additions and lookup table operations. For
the DPS-based method, an eigenvalue decomposition is needed
to generate the DPS sequence, which consumes a large number
of operations. We consider the DPS sequence generation as the
operation for initialization, and the corresponding operations
do not count towards the computational-complexity analysis.
From Table V, the DPS-based method requires a large number
of the multiplications and additions, which are used to calculate the product between the channel coefficients and the DPS
sequences. Lookup table operations are used to read the values
from pre-stored DPS sequences. The coefficients cos(ω) can
be considered constant during the channel generation process.
Therefore, the bit-shift operations are used to implement the
product with the coefficients cos(ω), and further multiplications
are not needed.

A. Computational-Complexity Analysis
We investigate the computational complexity of the proposed
channel emulation method compared to prior state-of-the-art
works [39], [41], [42]. The implementation of the reference
methods varies depending on different hardware platforms.
Hence, to make a fair comparison, we investigate the computational complexity in terms of the number of mathematical
operations used per scheme.
Table V lists the numbers of the operations needed per channel
linking a TX-RX antenna element pair per time sample. For fair
comparison, an arbitrary number of 20 path components per
tap is chosen for all the methods. The number of operations
for a entire massive MIMO channel can be extrapolated by
multiplying the numbers in Table V by the number of TX-RX
antenna element pairs.
As a reference, the FFT-based channel generation method proposed in [19] is included in the comparison. The fading channel

B. Geometry-Based MIMO Channel Dimension Scalability
We now estimate the achievable scale on the selected FPGA
chip: Virtex-4 VFX100. Two key novelties in the proposed emulation approach allow for better scalability. First, the proposed
iterative structure results in significant memory savings for the
FPGA. According to the experimental results, one geometrybased MIMO channel consumes one RAMB16. The total memory resources of the aforementioned FPGA chip equals 376 units
of RAMB16. Therefore, using the proposed iterative structure,
we can support the generation of 376 geometry-based MIMO
channels. Second, from the experimental results in Fig. 11, the
optimization can effectively save hardware resources at the same
channel generation fidelity.
With the same update rate, the top of Table VI shows the
consumption of RAM, flip-flops, and LUTs versus word lengths
for one channel. The bottom of Table VI presents the expenditure
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TABLE VI
HARDWARE RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

Fig. 12.

Consumption of hardware resources versus number of sinusoids.

Fig. 13.

Consumption of hardware resources versus word lengths.

versus the number of sinusoids with a fixed word length. Since
the mean-squared error (MSE) achieved at 12 bits is close to
the minimum MSE, the hardware expenditure at 12 bits per
data sample is evaluated. The consumption versus the number
of sinusoids is plotted in Fig. 12. We plot the consumption of
flip-flops, LUTs, Slices, and RAMB16 s versus word lengths for
one channel in Fig. 13. In Fig. 12, the blue curves are the hardware resource expenditure versus the number of sinusoids, and
the red dash curves are the linear fitting of the blue ones. From
Fig. 12, the hardware resource consumption linearly increases
with the number of sinusoids. However, the linear relationship

does not exist between hardware expenditure and word length
in terms of flip-flops, LUTs, and Slices in Fig. 13.
We now analytically compute the number of channels that
can be emulated in a single FPGA. Let variables P, L, and Nch
denote, respectively, the word length, the number of sinusoids
per channel, and the number of channels. Let NPF F represent the
number of flip-flops consumed in the generation of 20 sinusoids
at the word length of P , where 8 ≤ P ≤ 16. The range of 8 ≤
P ≤ 16 is selected for two reasons. First, the optimum bit width
is fully confined to this range, as shown in previous section.
Second, the channel generation method is validated within this
range of P on an FPGA.
Within the range of 8 ≤ P ≤ 16, NPF F is determined by the
upper part of Table VI. For simplicity, NPF F |P =12 is taken
as the reference. Let qPF F denote the ratio between NPF F
FF
FF
and N12
, qPF F = NPF F /N12
. Similarly, qPLU T and qPSlice
are defined. Based on the values shown in the bottom part
of Table VI, the total RAM required equals Nch . The number of flip-flops required is of the form 39.7L + 25.9 Nch
for P = 12. When P is not required to be equal to
12,
' F Fthe number of (flip-flops required is of the form of
qP (39.7L + 25.9) Nch . Similarly,
(
' LU Tthe total number of LUTs
(139.1L
+
906.0)
Nch
and slices
are
in
the
forms
of
q
P
' Slice
(
and qP (85.1L + 493.4) Nch , respectively. The selected
Virtex-4 FPGA has 84352 flip-flops, 84352 LUTs, 42176 slices,
and 376 RAMB16 s. Thus, the selected geometry-based massive
MIMO channel can be emulated if the following conditions are
satisfied:
' FF
(
⎧
qP (39.7L + 25.9) Nch ≤ 84532
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(
'
⎪
⎨ q LU T (139.1L + 906.0) Nch ≤ 84532
P
(37)
⎪ 'q Slice (85.1L + 493.4)( N ≤ 42176
⎪
ch
⎪
P
⎪
⎪
⎩
Nch ≤ 376
Based on the constraint equations, the maximum number of
geometry-based MIMO dimensions can be estimated. Assume
the word length is 16 bits (P = 16), and each channel consists
of 30 components (L = 30). According to (37), the maximum
Nch is 13. If the word length is reduced to 12 bits and there are
20 components per channel, the achievable number is 19 for a
single FPGA.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed the design of a geometry-based massive
MIMO channel emulator by analytically and experimentally
studying the tradeoff in channel accuracy and implementation
resource consumption. To do so, we presented and analyzed an
iterative-based method for generating geometry-based MIMO
channels. For additional hardware resource efficiency, we used
minimax optimization with respect to the update interval and
word length. Extensive experimentation was performed and
compared against idealized models generated by a simulator.
We leveraged our single channel analysis to understand the
implementation resources necessary to build a geometry-based
MIMO channel emulator. Using our methods, a single FPGA
could emulate the geometry-based MIMO channels up to 19
TX-RX antenna element pairs in real-time. While our analysis
is based on the Virtex 4 VFX100, there exists a Virtex-7 VH870
FPGA with 2,820 RAM, which would allow channels linking
141 TX-RX antenna element pairs. In the future, we plan to
employ multiple FPGA chips that work together to emulate a
network of massive MIMO systems.
APPENDIX
A. Spectrum of the Generated Channel
Let Hu,s [n] denote the generated channel samples at t =
nTW . With the samples, the fading channel can be reconstructed.
Let Ĥu,s (t) denote reconstructed channel,
Ĥu,s (t) =

∞
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where FT {·} denotes the Fourier transform operation. Here,
SH (ω) denotes the spectrum of Hu,s [n], and Su (f ) is calculated
by Su (f ) = (sin(πTW f )/πf ).
Thus, the proof is complete.
B. Non-Convexity of β(P, TW )
In this section, the non-convexity of β(P, TW ) is proved.
For an analytical expression for the convexity, β(P, TW ) is
approximated as follows:
β(P, TW )
∼
=

I−1




I−1


arccos(x)dx −

0

i=0

=

1−2−P

cos(2πifM TW )TW +

2
2π

cos(2πifM TW )TW

i=0

+ x arccos(x) −

+

!,1−2−P
2
,
.
1 − x2 ,
−
0
2π

(43)

To show the non-convexity of β(P, TW ), the Hessian matrix
is first calculated. The partial derivative of β with respect to P
and TW is presented as follows:
!
⎛
⎞
2−(P +1) 1 − P (P2+1) arccos(1 − 2−P ) − π2
2
∂ β
⎜
 ⎟

=⎝
⎠

2 !− 21
∂P 2
1 − 1 − 2−P
−P 2 2−2(P +1)
−1
(44)

Q
Hu,s
[n]u(t

− nTW ).

(38)

n=−∞
Q
Here, Hu,s
[n] is the quantized channel sample, and the quantization noise is denoted by ξn ,

Hu,s [n] =

Q
Hu,s
[n]

+ ξn .

(39)

The standard deviation of ξn , σξ , is determined by:
σξ2 = 1/12 · 2 2 log 2πeσH 2−2P .
1

2

(40)

2
Also, σH
is the variance of a channel sample, and u(t) is a
rectangular function defined as follows:
"
1, 0 ≤ t ≤ TW
u(t) =
(41)
0, otherwise.

The spectrum of a fading channel is denoted by SH (f ), and the
spectrum of the reconstructed channel is SĤ (f ). The spectrum of
the reconstructed channel is affected by word length and update
rate. The explicit expression of SĤ (f ) is:
SĤ (f ) = FT {Ĥu,s (t)}
) ∞
*

Q
= FT
Hu,s [n]u(t − nTW )
n=−∞
Q
= FT {Hu,s
[n]}FT {u(t)}


= SH (2πf TW ) + σξ2 Su (f ),

(42)


∂2β
=
2πifM
2
∂TW
i=0
I−1



−2 sin(2πifM TW )
−cos(2πifM TW )2πifM TW



∂β ∂β
∂β ∂β
= 0.
=
∂P ∂TW
∂TW ∂P

(45)
(46)

From (44), (45), and (46), the determinant of the Hessian
matrix of β(P, TW ),
,
, 2
∂β ∂β ,
, ∂β
2
, ∂TW
∂TW ∂P ,
,
, ∂β ∂β
∂2β ,
,
2
∂P ∂TW

∂P

is either not always positive or negative. Thus, β(P, TW ) is
neither convex nor concave.
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